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Abstract 

This paper presents a visual conceptual model for the qualitative research approach referred to 
as phenomenography. The static and recursive stages of a rigorous phenonemographical 
approach to research are outlined in detail. Using the example of a research study situated in 
pre-service teacher education, the authors explain how the fifteen distinct steps of 
phenomenographic research should be addressed with attention to the sequencing of these steps 
to support reliability and rigor of the research process and validity and generalizability of the 
outcome spaces that may result from the use of phenomenography. 
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1. Introduction 

According to Feldon and Tofel-Grehl (2018), phenomenography is a “methodological 
paradigm” which places emphasis on “personal conceptions as a necessary construct to 
understand the relationship between the physical events” that someone may experience and the 
“personal meaning” developed from said experiences (p. 887). As an approach it “aims to 
investigate the qualitatively different ways” in which individuals “understand a particular 
phenomenon or an aspect of the world around them” (Marton & Pong, 2005, p. 335). It allows 
researchers to understand how participants conceptualize an idea and potentially to explore the 
factors that influence their cognitive frames to provide evidence of participants’ thinking as 
well as changes in their thinking. Changes in a participants’ thinking would require the dual 
(before/after treatment) use of phenomenography to uncover differences that could reasonably 
be attributed to identifiable experiences. Phenomenography can help researchers to identify a 
participants’ prior knowledge, including its relative accuracy and immature conceptions about 
various concepts (Driver & Easley, 1978). Phenomenography has some similarities to 
constructivist research as it also has the potential to lead researchers to understand and discover 
the nature of students’ prior conceptions in order to influence curricula and develop teaching 
approaches. Both approaches have the goal of increasing students’ ability to combine new and 
more complex knowledge into what they have already learned (Hughes & Sears, 2004). 

1.1 The Range and Purpose of Phenomenographic Research 

Individuals perceive learning experiences in unique ways. Phenomenography assumes a 
limited number of qualitatively different ways participants can relate to conceptual 
understanding. It is the role of the researcher to categorize the differences found in these 
experiences (Åkerlind, 2005; Marton, 1992). Phenomenography does not rely on 
predetermined categories, but rather allows hierarchical categories to be determined by 
participant responses, which may allow for greater consideration of a particular topic. This is 
the premise researchers explore when they use phenomenography. Once the different ways 
participants understand a concept and how it is uncovered becomes clear, a deeper 
understanding of what takes place when learners are thinking about the concept will emerge. 
By using phenomenography as a methodology, researchers can examine how students, as a 
group, learn and understand in different ways.  

Phenomenography is an increasingly popular research methodology to help us understand 
conceptual growth. This approach has been used to study the learning impact of many academic 
programs including, but not limited to, nursing (Sjöström & Dahlgren, 2002), engineering 
(Case & Light, 2011; Trigwell & Yasukawa, 1999), mathematics and statistics (Reid & Petocz, 
2002), physics (Ornek, 2008; Prosser, 1994), contemporary information literacy research 
(Boon & Webber, 2007; Bruce, 1999; Limberg, 2000; Maybee, 2007; Yates, Partridge, & 
Bruce, 2009), second language learning (Polat, 2013), and biochemistry (Newton & Martin, 
2013). Most of these studies focused on instructional methods (see, for example, Marton et al., 
2004; Trigwell, Prosser, & Ginns, 2005). 

However, much of the literature also attends to variation theory (Booth, 2008; Hella & Wright, 
2009; Lam, 2013), which is based on the idea that in order for conceptual development to be 
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facilitated it should focus on the individual’s ability to experience variation in certain features 
of the phenomenon that might be taken for granted (Marton, Runesson, & Tsui, 2004). More 
specifically, researchers have used phenomenography to uncover how learning develops during 
academic studies (Dahlin, 1999) in a variety of different academic fields. 

For example, Newton and Martin (2013) used phenomenography to uncover the conceptions 
that undergraduate students held in biochemistry topics related to human metabolism. They 
categorized written responses into an inclusive hierarchy to identify increasing levels of 
accuracy and complexity of the integration of metabolism-related concepts. Then they used a 
second strategy where they categorized the same responses using the Structure of Observed 
Learning Outcomes (SOLO), which is defined as a “taxonomy of increasing connectivity and 
inclusiveness” (p. 79). Finally, Newton and Martin used questions from the midterm and the 
final exams, ranking the responses using the Biology Blooming Tool (BBT; Crowe, Dirks, & 
Wenderoth, 2008) to assess the level represented in the Bloom’s Taxonomy framework. Such 
approaches show that applications of phenomenography can be supplemented by many variants 
in ways to gather data, while the approach to making meaning from the data is filtered using a 
phenomenographic lens. 

Newton and Martin (2013) found that having a clear picture of the level of learning about a 
phenomenon or where students should be at throughout a course with regards to understanding 
course concepts allows an instructor to maintain focus and direction in the creation of course 
content, assignments, and exam questions. The observation of a relationship between a deep 
learning approach and improved performance at higher levels of cognitive complexity suggests 
that such analytic methods may be useful to educators seeking to reward and encourage deeper 
learning (Newton & Martin, 2013). Thus, phenomenography is an excellent tool to help 
uncover increasing levels of cognitive complexity as related to participants’ understanding of 
a phenomenon. 

1.2 Data Collection Using a Phenomenography Approach 

Phenomenographic research is predicated on the rigorous process by which the researcher 
undertakes a careful plan for achieving a particular goal. Figure 1 outlines a systematic 
approach to uncovering the perceptions held by participants about specific phenomena.  This 
figure has been developed through a synthesis of a variety of studies that were completed using 
phenomenography as the chief research strategy. 
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Figure 1. Phenomenography Methodology 

2. Delving Into This Model 

 The items presented in Figure 1 (Straub, 2020) are adapted from phenomenography literature 
(see Akerlind, 2005; Entwhistle & Marton, 1994; Goh, 2013; Gunton, Bruce, & Stoodley, 2012; 
Kinnunen & Simon, 2012; Limberg, 2000; Marton & Booth, 1997; Marton & Pong, 2005; 
Saldaña, 2008). The arrows indicate the directional path. Once the collection of data has begun, 
the arrows indicate the recursive path of the inquiry, where the researcher returns to the 
previous step to ensure that each step is clearly addressed before attending to the next step. By 
completing each step, the researcher is able to meet the requirements of trustworthiness and 
reliability with their data and its interpretation.  

This model has 15 distinct steps that represent the complexity of phenomenography. While the 
initial seven steps of the phenomenographic process are linear and sequential, the remaining 
eight steps of the process are recursive. The nature of the data, the number of participants, and 
timeframe of data collection, the researcher’s goals, the intended use of the data, and the 
researcher’s skills will all have an impact on how recursive these final eight steps of the process 
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will be as meaning is sought from the body of data. Table 1 separates the phenomenography 
steps into linear and recursive stages of the process, using the example of interview data as the 
sole data source. 

Table 1. The Linear and Recursive Stages of Phenomenography  

Linear Stages of Phenomenography Recursive Stages of Phenomenography 
 

 Determine the research purpose 
 Develop the research question(s) 
 Choose phenomenographic 

methodology 
 Record and conduct practice 

interviews to develop the 
researcher’s intentional expressive 
approach 

 Record and conduct interview(s) 
guided by: 
1) question(s); and 
2) follow-up question(s) to reflect 

on conceptual meaning and 
expressions 

 Make additional mental or written 
notes during the interview(s) 

 Analyze transcriptions and mental 
and written notes repeatedly to 
capture the full meaning of the 
experience 

 
 Code the collection of data 
 Revise and recode the data 
 Determine the global meaning of 

the data 
 Consider structural aspects or 

features to support the global 
meaning of experiences 

 Develop categories 
 Establish relationships among 

categories 
 Report meaning/outcome space 
 Identify new research questions 

 

2.1 Stages of Phenomenography 

In the following section, each stage of the phenomenographic approach to research, as shown 
in Figure 1 and Table 1 is described more thoroughly. The linear stages of phenomenography 
will be addressed first, followed by discussion of the recursive stages of the methodology. 

2.1.1 Determine the research purpose  

Researchers use a wide range of research approaches to investigate various phenomena. To a 
large extent, the methodology that is chosen for any research investigation is reflective of the 
questions that are being investigated in the study. From the full range of approaches that could 
be used (see for example, Creswell, 2009) each researcher must consider the most effective 
and most efficient way to acquire data that will address the research question(s), while ensuring 
that the data collection approach is convenient, cost effective, and most likely to provide data 
that will serve the purpose of collecting it. To do this, researchers must first determine the 
purpose of their research. This will be done by examining what is already known about the 
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topic from previous research, by identifying gaps in the existing research data about the topic, 
and by considering who might care about or use the new data that the researcher intends to 
collect. 

2.1.2 Develop the research question(s)  

Research data can be messy. However, good and useful research data directly reflects the 
quality and clarity of the data that are collected from any study. To ensure that the researcher 
starts a study that will yield clear and useful data, the effective researcher must pose question(s) 
then anticipate the type of data that may ensue from asking the question(s). If the anticipated 
data has the potential to be unclear, unspecific, ambiguous, or too messy to support meaningful 
interpretation, the researcher needs to work on the questions to address these issues. 

If dynamic approaches such as interviews are being used to collect data (as opposed to, for 
example, a survey which is relatively static) the researcher must also preplan follow-up probes 
to ask research participants so that meanings can be made clearer and deeper meaning can be 
uncovered as participants respond to the initial question. At this stage of a research project, 
researchers often introduce a small pilot project to test the effectiveness of their questions and 
probes and the usefulness of these questions as methods to uncover meaning in the data. Such 
pilot studies will not include any participants who later engage in the actual study. After a pilot 
study, the researcher may then choose to adjust initial questions and probes to support more 
effective data collection in the larger study. Pilot studies might also serve to give the researcher 
knowledge about effective warm-up approaches to use with participants before data collection 
begins. Such warm-up questions are beneficial to develop rapport with the interviewees (Goh, 
2013). 

2.1.3 Choose phenomenographic methodology  

If the goal of the research study is to uncover learning as a result of experience, 
phenomenography may be chosen for the study’s methodology. Marton’s (1981) seminal work 
was aimed at “finding and systematizing” the different ways of understanding and explaining 
why individuals who experienced the same phenomena or learning situation arrived at different 
solutions or “understanding of experiences” (p. 177). Phenomenography as an “interpretive 
approach” (Goh, 2013, p. 2) allows researchers to understand how participants conceptualize 
an idea and has the potential to allow for enriched understanding by exploring the factors that 
influence participants’ cognitive frames and to provide evidence of participants’ thinking as 
well as changes in their thinking. While phenomenography will provide direction to the 
researcher about how to collect relevant data, there is a wide range of data collection strategies 
that can be used within the framework of this methodology. The key focus of selecting 
strategies for data collecting should be guided by the need to keep the resulting data as close 
as possible to the participants’ lived experiences. The potential of the strategy for data 
collection should also be considered for: 

 its robust nature to support uncovering deep meaning; and 

 its potential to be used in conjunction with other methods of data collection (e. g., 
observation, document analysis, conceptual frame/model production, etc.) so that the 
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researcher has the option to triangulate data sources and thereby enrich the reliability and 
validity of the data as a connected body of information. 

2.1.4 Record and conduct practice interviews to develop the researcher’s intentional expressive 
approach  

According to Anderberg, Svensson, Alvegård, and Johansson (2008), the intentional-
expressive approach to research data collection “focuses on how individuals use socially and 
culturally constructed language when expressing their understanding in a given situation and 
developing knowledge” (p. 3). The researcher’s choices in language use in questions and 
probes are also influenced by “emotions, values, aesthetics, and interpretive frameworks, 
conceptions, discourses” (p. 4) that make up an intentional expressive approach. In 
phenomenography where “expressions always have a broad spectrum of possible meanings” 
where “any given meaning could be expressed by different expressions” to respond to a 
particular context (p. 4) it is important to be consciously aware of how the “interplay between 
expressions, their meanings and conceptions” (p. 3) might influence the subjects’ ability to 
share their own expression of concepts during interviews.  

Conducting effective and informative interviews that uncover rich data and allow the research 
to uncover deep meaning is a complex research skill. Researchers should therefore develop 
their interview skills before they invest efforts into a full-scale study. Since the quality of the 
data from a study will reflect the researcher’s ability to uncover the data, practice with 
interviewing is essential. Such practice will also help researchers to tighten the wording of their 
key research questions and expand their ability to consider probes that will lead to enriched 
data. Once again, people who participate in practice interviews should not also participate as 
part of the data pool in the actual study. 

2.1.5 Record and conduct interview(s) guided by: 1) question(s); and 2) follow-up 
question(s)/probes to reflect on conceptual meaning and expressions 

Selecting participants to participate in the study and who will provide data for the study is 
critically important for a researcher to consider. The generalizability of the study findings is 
directly reflective of the value of the data these participants can provide. The researcher needs 
to be able to make the argument that the group of participants is fairly typical of the target 
population to which they belong. Once a satisfactory group of participants is chosen and 
application research ethics approval is acquired from the relevant institution(s), the researcher 
can begin to collect data. Most phenomenographic research projects will involve participant 
interviews to uncover participant meanings. Since interviews typically result in long and 
detailed data sets, phenomenographic researchers will usually seek the approval of research 
ethics boards and individual participants, in writing, to record data collection sessions. Such 
recordings allow the researcher to decode the data repeatedly and to check for utterances from 
participants that expose emerging categories of meaning. Recording also allows the researcher 
to re-mine the data for examples once the study is ready to be reported and mobilized. 
Transcriptions of such recordings must be completed verbatim so actual words of the 
participants are used in the development of categories of meaning. 
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In phenomenography, the questions that are asked of participants in the study must be “broad 
enough to obtain meaningful responses without forcing a particular structure” upon 
interviewees (Bruce, Buckingham, Hynd, McMahon, Roggenkamp, & Stoodley, 2004, p. 146).   

2.1.6 Make additional mental or written notes during the interview(s)     

Researchers who use phenomenography as a methodology should also keep some form of 
written notes to record key ideas that arise during interviews, observations, or from document 
analysis. Research notes can then be used during the data analysis stage of the work to confirm, 
support, question, or even confound, the data that are uncovered during the interviews. Mental 
or written notes taken during an interview also allow the researcher to track tangential thoughts 
as they listen to participants’ responses and to analyze utterances on-the-spot so that 
appropriate follow-up probes can be given to the participant. Research notes are vital and allow 
the researcher to uncover deeper meanings that may only be alluded to in the participant’s 
original response. As researchers develop their notes and compare notes from initial interviews 
and from pilot testing, they may also use ongoing notes to refine their approach and the extent 
of the probes during interviews. 

2.1.7 Analyze transcriptions and mental and written notes repeatedly to capture the full 
meaning of the experience 

Recordings and written notes are commonly used, and often complimentary, methods of noting 
the words of participants to create a record that can be analyzed and re-analyzed as themes 
begin to emerge among participant responses. Recordings can preserve precise utterances that 
provide quotations for exemplification of key ideas during dissemination of research findings. 
A researcher’s notes provide pathways to key thoughts and guideposts to help the researcher 
attend to emerging themes that may need probing for clarity. Together, the researcher’s mental 
or written notes and transcribed recorded data provide a rich set of information to help the 
researcher apply phenomenographical analysis to uncover deep meaning in the data set. 

2.2 The Recursive Stages of Phenomenography 

The previous sections addressed the linear stages of phenomenography. The following eight 
sections will address the recursive stages of phenomenography, which largely focuses of the 
meaning to be found in the data and how phenomenography researchers go about data analysis 
to help ensure the validity and reliability of their findings. 

2.2.1 Code the collection of data  

Coding the collection of data requires the researcher to identify “thick descriptions” (Denzin, 
1989). This highlights responses that are detailed in nature. Some of these may include 
comments that are highly emotive, significant to the subject and clearly illustrate a perspective 
about the subject of the study. According to Patton (2002) “the challenge of qualitative analysis 
lies in making sense of massive amounts of data” (p. 276). He highlights the researcher’s role 
as “reducing the volume of raw information, sifting trivia from significance, identifying 
significant patterns and constructing a framework for communicating the essence” of “themes” 
(p. 275). Allowing participants to provide open-ended responses then permits researchers to 
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use “free” and “open coding" to identify the ideas and themes that emerge, and document 
conceptions that present themselves (Goh, 2013, p. 4). 

Researchers can use any meaningful coding practice that they have developed. For example, if 
the researcher was examining transcripts about a group of participants’ comments about their 
understanding of the concept of citizenship, the researcher might uncover recurring themes 
about global travel as a contributor to their views about tolerance of refugee needs. When this 
theme emerges, the research could apply a code such as GT=tolR  (Global travel is common 
among those who express tolerance or empathy for refugees) and would then continue to apply 
that code to other utterances by the same or different participants so that frequency and 
commonality of the theme could be identified. Phenomenographic researchers might also 
choose to use colour coding for recurring themes in recording transcripts. Either of these coding 
processes allows the phenomenographic researcher to quantify the qualitative data so that they 
can report on the frequency and strength of emerging themes in the data set. 

2.2.2 Revise and recode the data  

In phenomenographic research, the researcher will examine and recode the data repeatedly to 
capture the full meaning of the experience that was expressed by participants. Data from 
interviews, for example, will allow the researcher to compare and re-analyze data to obtain a 
more in-depth understanding of participants’ behaviours and attitudes (Blummer, Watulak, & 
Kenton, 2013). The researcher begins to “see” the patterns that emerge from the data sets. Often 
repeated themes become major chunks of meaning, while less frequently repeated ideas form 
a sub-set of minor themes. Very infrequent or unique ideas that are expressed by a single 
participant or that are unique to a very small number of participants may be treated as outliers. 
However, when finding indicators of growth in conceptual development is the research goal, 
outliers may also indicate the leading edge of conceptual development so these are important 
to retain and report. Common themes and outliers together form the outcome space of the data. 

The following description provides an example of this recursive and staged process of coding: 

A detailed analysis followed, where I re-evaluated and compared each response using an 
“iterative reading and re-reading of transcripts to establish similarities and differences in the 
responses made” (Entwistle & Marton, 1994, p. 166). During the re-reading, I highlighted 
blocks of text with similar conceptions. I then collated identified conceptions into a new 
document and organized them using charts to create an initial set of categories. Once this step 
was complete, I continued sorting and analyzing to uncover any characteristics that explained 
the conceptions related to the focal concept and the shared understanding documented by the 
pre-service teachers. This process also led to the uncovering of any conceptions that might have 
changed over the course of the pre-service Social Studies course. This allowed for even greater 
deconstruction of the utterances, where the conceptions of each participant were more 
accurately placed in their respective categories (Goh, 2013). Finally, I selected specific 
comments to provide quotations that represented the pre-service teachers’ discerned 
conceptions of the central concept at the beginning and end of the Social Studies course as well 
as the changes that occurred in their thinking. (Straub, 2020) 
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This example shows the iterative and recursive methodology that is characteristic of 
phenomenography and shows clearly how phenomenographic researchers must follow the data, 
rather than trying to fit the data into pre-existing frameworks. 

2.2.3 Determine the global meaning of the data 

According to Marton and Pong (2005) individuals hold meaning in both structural and global 
ways where “structurally, different people will notice, prioritize and place value on different 
aspects of an experience” (p. 888). Global meaning of a participant’s statements focuses the 
researcher on determining the overall meaning of the statements made by each participant in 
the “broader context of his or her values, needs and perspectives” (p. 888). Global meaning 
analysis requires little interpretation by the researcher. By isolating the global meaning of each 
utterance, the researcher can consider the uniqueness of individual participants and the 
experiences each one brings to the study. By extension, global meaning could also be inferred 
from the context and life experiences that the participant brings to the study. 

2.2.4 Consider structural aspects or features to support the global meaning of experiences  

Natural environments like the pre-service Social Studies class are useful contexts “for 
discovering how participants construct their own meaning of events or situations” (Suter, 2012, 
p. 344 ).  The semantic meaning that study participants make of (or see in) their own 
experiences and the meaning that researchers attribute to the statements made by participants 
make up the structural elements (also called referential elements) of the participant’s input 
(Gunton, Bruce, & Stoodley, 2012). The researcher’s semantic meaning making also includes 
the researcher’s thoughts about the process of uncovering the participant’s meaning as each 
participant speaks or writes about personal experiences and what they mean. Structural 
meanings (also called aspects or elements) include the conceptions of experience that are at the 
margins of the group’s experience or that are absent from most or all of the conceptions 
expressed by group members.  

Researchers must recognize that identifying structural elements that are absent from individual 
and group utterances take time to recognize by their nature. That is, the researcher is required 
to see what is not there but that might be expected to be. The experienced researcher will 
recognize structural meanings at the margins of experience (e.g., those that are sparsely 
included or mentioned frequently but by only one participant) in the outcome space (i.e., the 
range that exists of all of the conceptions uncovered). For example, if one participant 
mentioned a concept repeatedly, the researcher would consider the concept to be important, but 
if that same concept was mentioned by only one participant or by a small number of participants 
in a large pool of participants, the concept then appears on the fringe of the outcome space. 
This type of fringe utterance would cause the researcher to question why the concept was 
excluded from most utterances and what this structural meaning entails in the body of data.  

 

2.2.5 Develop categories  
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With data obtained through phenomenographic research, the researcher will analyze and re-
analyze the data set until common themes in the data begin to emerge. Once the commonality 
is uncovered in the data, further evidence of the theme will be highlighted by the researcher, 
and once the researcher determines the strength of the common theme in the data, a data 
category can be named. For example, in relation to exploring pre-service teachers’ conceptual 
frames about citizenship, recent research (Straub, 2020) highlighted that pre-service teachers 
held common conceptions of citizenship related to five themes, which formed the main 
categories of data, including: 1) Citizenship as Place; 2) Legal Dimension of Citizenship; 3) 
Socio-Cultural Dimensions of Citizenship; 4) Civic Engagement; and, 5) Civic Orientations. 
The evolution of the researcher’s ability to see categories of meaning in the data is critical as 
it forms a gateway into analysis that can lead the researcher to determine frequency of the 
category and to consider relative strength of each category of meaning and connections among 
the categories (e.g., Do all participants who saw themselves as belonging to a particular place, 
have lower or higher levels of civic engagement than participants who do not define their 
citizenship by location?). Examination of connections across categories opens data analysis to 
uncover the deep meaning of individual utterances in the data set. 

Gunton, Bruce, and Stoodley (2012) maintained that data analysis involves distinguishing the 
qualitative variation between the different experiences of the phenomenon presented by the 
participants. Limberg (2000) highlighted that after reading and in-depth familiarization with 
the transcripts, the researcher begins to uncover the unique forms of experience. These are 
noted and used to map out categories of phenomena. Once categories are established, the focus 
begins to shift from the individual’s perspective of the experience to the collective experience 
shared by multiple participants. It is important to note that early versions of categories are not 
fixed; they can be adjusted, if necessary, to reflect the “collective consciousness” (Guton, 
Bruce, & Stoodley, 2012, p. 14). This is the iterative process that permeates this methodology. 
The identified categories include specific aspects that communicate the meaning of the 
category—such as referential aspects—as well as structural aspects. These identify the main 
focus in each experience. Structural aspects include statements that represent conceptions of 
experience that are at “the margin” (Marton & Booth, 1997, p. 122)—at the outer edges of the 
experience or absent in the account. Åkerlind (2008) presented criteria for such outcome spaces 
as categories that are distinctive, logically related, and few in number. The variations that 
appear from these experiential accounts are then examined to uncover the ways participants 
experience the phenomenon (Marton & Booth, 1997). 

2.2.6 Establish relationships among categories  

Establishing relationships across the emergent categories in a data set is, as stated earlier, 
critical to allowing the researcher the ability to interrogate the data for deep meaning. This is 
essentially a correlational (not a causal) exercise. The researcher asks questions of the data set 
by speculating about possible correlations in the form of questions framed as, “Do participants 
who showed X, have higher tendencies toward Y?” Such questions allow the 
phenomenographic researcher to step back from the group data and look at individual trends, 
before once again considering the strength of the trends in the group. This constant move back 
and forth between the group (the whole) and the individual (the part) data is critical to ensure 
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accurate interpretation of the data and to allow the researcher to state the significance of the 
finding in suitable proportion to the validity of the findings across similar populations and 
circumstances. 

Once the completed data collection has been organized, tentative categories emerge. Kinnunen 
and Simon (2012) discussed how they began by selecting two rich texts and started “fracturing 
the text” (p. 210) by reading it sentence by sentence. They highlighted questions like: “What 
is the essence of this sentence?” and “Which concept would best capture the essence of the 
theme or idea described in the sentence?” These reflective questions allow the comparison of 
each sentence—and the concepts within—to uncover similarities and differences. This process 
condenses and abstracts the data, which allows for what can be characterized as a “concrete 
outcome” (p. 210). Each outcome can be linked to a specific data code. According to Saldaña 
(2008), “a code in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically 
assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of 
language-based or visual data” (p. 3). Saldaña stated that  

the portion of data to be coded during First Cycle coding processes can range in magnitude 
from a single word to a full sentence to an entire page of text to a stream of moving images. In 
Second Cycle coding processes, the portions coded can be the exact same units, longer passages 
of text, and even a reconfiguration of the codes themselves developed thus far. (p. 3) 

The coding process involves revising and re-coding data recursively as the researcher tries to 
determine the global meaning of each statement within the interviews. 

The iterative and recursive nature of the coding process can be summarized as a series of steps, 
as follows: 

 focusing on the meaning of a category or its parts; 

 considering the what or how of the phenomenon; 

 using similarities and differences within and between categories; 

 seeking to resolve information in transcripts that does not fit into any category; and, 

 understanding that changing one category may contain implications for other categories. 
(adapted from Åkerlind, 2008) 

2.2.7 Report meaning/outcome space  

Reporting meaning in phenomenographic research is about asking, “What are the variations 
that exist between the conceptions?” These different categories, when perceived as a whole, 
identify the essence of the phenomenon (Limberg, 2008; Marton & Booth, 1997).  Interpreting 
and reporting on the meaning of the data is about answering the question “So what?”.  After 
careful analysis and re-analysis of the data once coding practices begin to yield commonalities 
and themes and data categories begin to emerge, the researcher must begin to address the 
meaning of the data. Making meaning of the findings of research is essential to relevance and 
to the mobilization of new knowledge. Researchers have many avenues of dissemination for 
their research findings, including conferences, theses, technical reports, journal articles, 
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published books, magazine articles, and workshops, to name the most commonly used methods 
of dissemination. Reporting meaning can also lead researchers to funding opportunities which 
open doors to the final stage of phenomenography. 

2.2.8 Identify new research questions  

Categories of descriptions are the outcome space variations among the ways of experiencing 
the reality of the same phenomenon (Marton & Pong, 2005). This process is not finite. While 
the information may be reported on at this time, it may also lead and motivate the researcher 
to continue investigating as new research questions develop.  

3. Limitations 

All studies have limitations. Limitations may evolve because of many research realities such 
as funding limits, time limits, geographic realities, participant characteristics, and unforeseen 
methodological issues, among many other possibilities. It is because of such limitations and 
therefore the limits of a researcher’s ability to claim new knowledge in absolute terms (e. g., 
“because this worked like this here, it will work like this everywhere”), there is always a need 
for good researchers to end one study by starting another to explore the boundaries of their 
outcome space. Researchers do this by asking new and related research questions that frame 
what we now know in relation to what we don’t yet know. In this sense, the limitations of one 
study become the foundations for a new study. 

4. Summary 

Phenomenography is a complex yet adaptable research paradigm. This paper has attempted to 
develop further understanding of this research approach, using examples to illuminate several 
of the stages of phenomemography. By providing a model of the process of phenomenography 
(Figure 1) and a breakdown of its static and recursive phases (Table 1), the authors have tried 
to make the power and accessibility of this approach to qualitative research evident to other 
researchers. 
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